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Introduction
Farmers account for 70% of water withdrawals in the world today, while

often constituting the marginal uses of freshwater resources.
Water pricing is a policy to reallocate water resource.
WFD suggest to recover the full cost of water services and calculate it
as sum of different component: financial, environmental and resource
cost.
There is not a standard/official methodology to estimate the resource
cost.

The resource cost

The resource cost was originally defined by WATECO Group as “the cost
of forgone opportunities that other users suffer due to the depletion of
the resource beyond its natural rate of recharge or recovery”.
However, this work follows the more general definition of the European
working group (ECO2), in which the RC is defined as “the opportunity
cost or forgone benefits in the best alternative use”.

Our contribution
We couple a hydrologic model, AQUATOOL, that allocate
water between irrigators considering environmental goals,
and an ensemble of 4 mathematical programming models
(MPMs) that calculates the value of water and the impact of
the pricing policy.
We estimate the Resource cost (RC) of agricultural water as
the opportunity value of water.

Study Area – The
Orbigo Catchment
Historically water abundant but
with increasing drought event
caused by climate change and
withdrawals increase.
12 AWDUs (Agricultural Water
Demand Units) selected, the
ones supplied by the reservoir
Barrios de Luna.
41,000 ha of irrigated land, the
main cultivated crops are maize
(73% of irrigated surface),
wheat (8%), sugar beet (7%),
sunflower (4%), alfalfa (4%), hop
plant (1%), barley (1%), and
other (2%).

DSS model: AQUATOOL
AQUATOOL was calibrated with the 2021 draft of the DRB
hydrologic plan 2022-2027 (DRBA, 2019)
The baseline was modified by
• increasing the river section with minimum flow ensured (+
91 additional sections);
• considering the effect of climate change (11% reduction in
water provisioning);
• Changes in infrastructure and irrigation methods were not
permitted, nor expansion in irrigated areas was allowed.
Following Pérez-Blanco et al., (2021), a backward simulation
was performed for 38 years (1981-2018) to obtain the
changes in water provisioning for every AWDU.

The model framework

MPMs model ensemble
The ensemble is populated by:
•
•
•

1 linear model, the Weighted Goal Programming (WGP)
proposed by Sumpsi et al., 1997
2 PMP – Positive Mathematical Programming models,
calibrated following Howitt, (1995) and Júdez et al.,
(2002), respectively PMP1 and PMP2
1 Positive Multi-Attribute Utility Programming (PMAUP)
model calibrated following the method of Gutiérrez-Martín
and Gómez, (2011).

The models calibrate and optimize the utility function for
every agent, and calculate the impact in terms of monetized
utility, labor and crop portfolio.

The model framework

The model framework

The model framework
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AQUATOOL Results – Water allocation

MPMs Results – RC
WGP consistently higher,
due to model design
PMP and PMAUP similar
outcome because of the
non-linear objective
function
200017 and 200039
higher RC because are
the smallest AWDUs
Average value, weighted
by AWDUs area, to be
charged to users.

MPMs Results – GVA impact
Similar outcome for
all the models
PMP 1 consistently
displays the least
impact
The RC charged in
PMAUP is higher
than the PMP 1 & 2,
so displays a higher
decrease in GVA than
PMP.

MPMs Results – Water withdrawals
reduction
PMAUP displays the
higher water saving
potential, but in 3
AWDUs
WGP shows usual
behavior of linear model,
with no substitution in 2
AWDUs
PMP 2 present the least
substitution potential in
the majority of the
AWDUs because of the
quadratic cost of its
objective function that
penalize substitution

MPMs Results – Tax revenue impact
Water savings
overcomes the price
effect, causing a
general decrease in
the tax revenue, but in
2 AWDUs
The new price is too
high and does not
maximize the revenue
of the regulator
authority

Conclusions
Our application shows:
• A significant rise in water price: 55% to 100% increase
• A remarkable impact in the agricultural sector: 3% to 30% of GVA.
• This impact is very specific to the study area, so it is expected to be
substantially different in another agricultural area
Policy implications:
• When a water price has a disproportionate impact in terms of GVA reduction,
the WFD itself prevents the implementation of the policy
• Pricing is only one of the policies to apply to reach the environmental goals of
the WFD

Thank you for your attention
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